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ABSTRACT: Now a day’s security has become one of the challenging problems in almost all fields like IT, 
Banking, Medical, MNC companies and many more. Cryptography is the branch of science which try to give 
utmost security for the text data in terms of encryption and decryption. But this fail to provide security for 
the digital data( i.e. Image/Audio/Video) in any manner. So in order to provide security for the digital data 
to transfer from one location to another location in  a secure manner, we try to propose a new security 
primitive like steganography, which means hiding one form of data within other rather than converting one 
form to other. Steganography is a new branch of security through which one form of data can be hidden in 
another form of data of either same type or of different type of formats. In this proposed thesis we try to 
analyze how to send a file from one place to another in a secured manner. Firstly the target file is encrypted 
using our primitive cryptography algorithm called as DES Bit Shifting and it is embedded into an audio or 
video or any media file. For embedding one file within other we use LSB (Least Significant Bit) Algorithm for 
hiding one form of data within the other. This resultant media file has no change in its original format and it 
can be run in any player without affecting its original quality, we can’t find any encrypted data inside it. This 
format will be sent through Internet or through any form of wired communication networks. Once the 
receiver receives the carrier file from sender through any form of network either LAN or Internet, he will 
then use the same software to retrieve the hidden data from that carrier file. By conducting various 
experiments on our proposed reversible steganography methods, we finally came to a conclusion that this 
mixed stegnography gives more security for the digital data in terms of embedding secret data very securely 
inside the master file compared with the primitive several steganography methods. 
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I. Introduction 
In this section we will mainly discuss about the preliminary information about the stegnography and its 
working principle in order to provide data security for the  digital data. Now let us look about some of the 
preliminaries or real time applications where the steganography technique is used. 
Steganography on Text Data 
Steganography is a Component suite that can be used as a component in any application to provide the 
security to the text file. Steganography provides several functions.It will take the TEXT file and password as 
input and gives the Encrypted and embedded audio/video/image file as output. It will take the password 
and embedded audio/video/image file as input and will give decrypted and original TEXT file. 
Functional requirements for the promised text based security system are as follows: 
Expected Inputs: 
File Details: The input file should be of Digital File (I.e. Either Audio/Video/Image file). 
Text Details: Here the message will be stored in a text file 
Here in the above file details we have mentioned the input file type as audio/video/image file where the 
input data can be of any type and the text details indicates the type of data that is used for hiding. As per the 
current survey we will take any type of text documents or .java files for hiding inside the file type. 
Expected Outputs: 
Audio/Video/Image Details: Embedded audio/video/image 
Text Details:   Original Text file or Text message 
Storage Details: 
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Cipher text generated from plain text 
Cipher text extracted from Audio/Video/Image file. 
Generating cipher text: Using the DES algorithm the cipher text is generated. 
Hiding the cipher text in audio/video/image: Using low bit encoding method the cipher text is kept hidden 
in the audio/video/image file. 
Data Encryption Standard Algorithm 
Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm is one of the best algorithm in cryptography, where this is used 
to encrypt the data securely with a password and make the data into invisible manner. As we are using the 
DES algorithm for giving security for the embedded data, the password should be always not less than 8 
characters and DES algorithm uses 64 bit key size for implementing the keyword. We also know that DES 
algorithm comes under symmetric key encryption algorithm, the sender and receiver must submit the same 
keys in order to encrypt and decrypt the hidden file from an embedded file[8] 

 
Figure 1. Represents the Architecture of DES Algorithm for Encryption 

 

As we all know that DES algorithm is a symmetric encryption algorithm as shown in above figure 1, the 
sender and receiver should substitute the same key for encryption and decryption at both the ends. Initially 
we take 64 bit plain text as input we undergo the initial permutation for the 64 bit plain text the 
permutation starts with round 1 and it will keep on incremented and finally it is terminated at round 16, 
where that is the final round in our DES algorithm. During this iteration there will be generating a 56 bit 
cipher key with a key sizes of 48 bit during all the 16 rounds. Once all the 16 rounds were completed, the 
plain text will be automatically converted as cipher text of 64 bit size [10]. 
 

II. Background Knowledge 
 In this section we mainly try to discuss about the background work that is carried out in order to 
identify the individual functionalities of each and every module. 
Working Principle of Mixed Stegnography 
We can clearly find the advantages of steganography mechanism from the working principle diagram from 
the below figure .2, which clearly states the description about an embedded data either 
text/audio/video/image inside any digital media like audio/video/image type data, so as the data which is 
passed through the carrier file cant able to identify or open by any un-authorized users who wish to access 
the data. So in this paper we clearly explain the advantage of new novel steganography concept under mixed 
category of how one type of digital media data is embedded within other type of digital data either of similar 
type or different type formats by giving password for the embedded data. 

 
Figure 2. Denote the Working Principle of an Steganographic System 
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Where the function   
fE :     Which clearly denotes steganographic Function for embedding. 
fE

-1 :   Which clearly denotes steganographic function for extracting of hidden data. 
Cover File:  This is the main source file in which the sensitive data will be hidden. 
Emb Function:  This is the important function in our process which indicates message to be hidden. 
Key Function:    Which is a new Parameter of fE 

Stego Function:  This is a function which denotes the data that has both cover data with hidden data. 
 

In this current paper, we are not following the primitive cryptographic encryption and primitive 
cryptographic decryption techniques. We are introducing a novel cryptographic algorithm called as Novel 
Bit Shift encryption in Random Cycle Order. I.e. totally 4 different types of Bit Shift algorithms are used 
randomly to encrypt the data like 4-Bit,6-Bit,12 Bit ,16 Bit Shift Encryption Algorithms. This Encryption is 
embedded into an Image or Audio or Video File. Again it will be embedded into a media data. This means 
initially we will choose any digital file either image or audio or video and we try to hide the valuable 
sensitive data inside that file and in turn save the carrier file with a own file name as a output file. Now this 
output file will actually contains multiple data like sensitive data and the password to de-embed the hidden 
file, hence it is very secure to send and access over the network. Also the password protection for the data in 
this proposed work gives an additional security for this total application, if there was no password facility 
the user may lost the valuable data in the terms of intruders between data transmission[9]. 
 

III. Proposed Bit Shift LSB Transformation Approach 
In this section we mainly discuss about the proposed bit shift LSB transformation approaches that are 
widely used in our proposed paper. Now let us look at them in detail: 
This was the second steganographic technique which was used in order to give more security for the data by 
applying bit shift operation. There are several types of Bit Shift Operations like 2-Shift, 4-Shift, and 6-Shift 
and so on. We apply four Bit-Shift operations in the current application in order to give more security by 
applying these transformation techniques. 
Initial Bit Position 

 
Shift Algorithm – 4 Shift 

 

  The above is the 4 Bit transformation approach which is used for shifting 4 bit positions from left to 
right, starts from the middle bit position. And this  
 

 
Shift Algorithm – 6 Shifts 

 

The above Bit Position clearly indicates it is an 8 bit string with change of 6 bit positions from left to right 
side. In the same way we can do continue with remaining other bit positions like 12 and 16 bit positions. 
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 In this way the bit shifting is used for shifting the data from one bit position to other in the LSB area. 
So once if the bits are shuffled there is a choice of providing more security for the data. 
 

IV. Conclusion 
In this paper we finally implemented a mixed stegnography by using least signification bit shifting approach 
in order to store one form of data within another form of data either of same data type or different type. Till 
now there is no single method in the literature of stegnography to hide one form of data within another type 
of different data types. For the first time we are going to implement this current technique in this current 
application so that any form of data can be embedded within any format in order to maintain the secrecy of 
data.As a future work we want to extend the same steganography concept with double embedding 
technique, where the double embedding process takes input or master file as either audio or video or image 
and it will embed any of the formats like audio /video/image as initial hidden file input and it can also take 
text or message as the second hidden input. So the process of double embedding takes at a time two hidden 
inputs and save then in a single master file.So that at the receiver end if the receiver enters the correct 
password ,he can able to extract the two hidden files at a time ,so this gives a better level of security for the 
data in future. 
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